YOU ARE INVITED TO OUR
SEMI-ANNUAL GROUT SCHOOL!

Hosted by

Since 1981

“Increasing the Probability of Achieving
Intended Results”

Considerations and Best Practices for Achieving Optimum Equipment
Performance from a Machinery Grout Perspective
Presented by

This one day seminar will be presented on
Tuesday, April 12th or Wednesday, April 13th
Seminar Time: 8:30a.m - 3:30p.m.

Choose which day is most convenient for you!
If you are interested in ways to Maintain optimum equipment performance
Extend MTBF and foundation life-span
Reduce equipment operating costs
Understand the purpose and features of Epoxy
Machinery Grouts
 Important considerations to proper grout
installation best practices
- Then this training will show you how!





Event Location -

Reynolds-French & Company
12525 East 60th Street
Tulsa, OK 74146

Monday & Tuesday evenings, starting at 5:30 pm, we will host a Meet
& Greet at Martini’s Lounge Bar & Grill, located in the Clarion Hotel.

Click for map of hotel location

Lunch will be provided each seminar day - featuring the best
Bar-B-Que around!

Who Should Attend?  Industrial End-Users
 Equipment OEM
 Engineering & Construction Professionals
 Mechanical & Structural Engineers
 Rotating Equipment and Reliability Specialists
 Project Managers
 Estimators
 Contractors
 Maintenance Supervisors and Planners
 Procurement
Any size group can be accommodated

Click for a map of
our location!

To RSVP, contact Paula George with the following information at
any of the contact options below:
NAME(S): ________________________________________________
COMPANY: _______________________________________________
LOCATION: _______________________________________________
PHONE: __________________________________________________
EMAIL: ___________________________________________________
I will be attending the seminar Tuesday, April 12th
I will be attending the seminar Wednesday, April 13th
I would like to attend Martini’s: Monday [ ] or Tuesday [
Send me a map of Reynolds-French and hotel location
I would like help with Hotel Reservations or Airport Pickup
I will not attend

[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]





RSVP by Phone - 918/252-7545
RSVP by Fax – Fill out and fax this form to 918/252-7540
RSVP by E-mail – Fill out & email this form to: paula@r-f.com

]

ITW PERFORMANCE POLYMERS originally began as ITW
Philadelphia Resins.
“Philly Resins” was organized in 1959 as a manufacturing and service
company, selling epoxy-resin grouts, adhesives and coatings. The
company has since grown to become a diversified Division of Illinois
Tool Works (nyse: ITW).

REYNOLDS-FRENCH & COMPANY began in the early 1940's as one of
several small companies that repaired cracks in castings with a
method of metal stitching that included small locks and overlapping
threaded dowels, called "lacing". Originally a two-man operation,
we set our sights on becoming a world leader in casting repair
service. With each successive year, services have expanded, the
company has grown, and the goal has become reality.

ITW PERFORMANCE POLYMERS is the foremost global supplier of
specialized grouts, polymers and foundation systems for improving
industrial equipment performance and reliability while increasing
service longevity and lowering operating costs. For over six decades
our Chockfast, Escoweld, and CWC brands of grouting and
foundation products have proven to be the ideal choice for a wide
array of machinery grouting applications in a host of industries
worldwide.

Today, REYNOLDS-FRENCH is recognized as the leader in repair of
cracked or damaged castings, in field machining, in alignment, and in
consultation for equipment problems. Our highly trained specialists
are encouraged to innovate on an endless array of equipment
problems faced each day. Support staff supplies coordination and
countless other backup operations. Through combined people
efforts, our team provides its valued customers with the best service
in the industry.

In addition to our best-in-class offering of grouting and foundation
products, we also manufacture a complete array of other specialty
polymer product solutions for commercial, marine and industrial
use. Our ever-growing experience in world and industrial markets
provide us with the resources to remain on the leading edge of
technology. We continually strive to create innovative, proven
solutions to difficult problems.

Our expertise and experience assures customers that all problems
will be properly analyzed and the best solutions executed in a most
proficient manner. REYNOLDS-FRENCH is ever committed to finding
better ways to serve customers - to give you the most value in
equipment repairs.

We’ve undergone a number changes over the years, but six decades
of research and experience in industrial markets provide us with the
resources to remain on the leading edge of polymer technology. We
strive to create innovative, proven solutions to difficult problems.

Since 1980, we have been a distributor of the Chockfast, Escoweld
and CWC product brands for ITW. We readily carry and support a
wide array of epoxy machinery grouts, pourable and adjustable
chocking systems, complete anchor bolt systems, cementitious
grouting products, and a complete line of epoxy coatings &repair
compounds to meet the needs of our customers.

